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There are a number of good techniques for finding, in some sense, the best model of a deterministic
system given a time series of observations. We examine a problem called model degeneracy, which
has the consequence that even when a perfect model of a system exists, one does not find it using
the best techniques currently available. The problem is illustrated using global polynomial models
and the theory of Gröbner bases. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2213957uppose one has a deterministic dynamical system from
hich a time series of state measurements has been col-
ected. The measurements will have some measurement
rror. The goal is to find the correct model of the system,
hich is, in a sense, the goal of much of physics. Whether
correct model actually exists for any real physical sys-
em is open to question,1,2 but let us entertain the idea for
he present. We assume then that there is a model identi-
al to reality; this is the correct model. There have been
eveloped many useful techniques for finding the best
odel of a time series of a dynamical system, where best
s measured in terms of both accuracy and simplicity
iven the available information. One purpose of this pa-
er is to illustrate a simple fact that the best model of a
ime series of a dynamical system is not necessarily the
orrect model, and consequently the current best practice
or finding the best model will not find the correct model.
ome readers may not find this a surprising or pro-
oundly new observation, although it appears not to have
een clearly explicated in the literature. The second pur-
ose of this paper, which we believe is truly new, is an
nvestigation of whether there is any relationship between
he best model and the correct model. We show that for
olynomial difference equations there is a mathemati-
ally very beautiful relationship between the best model
nd the correct model, which we refer to as model degen-
racy. Our analysis opens the way to finding, or at least
urther limiting, what the correct model can be.
. TIME SERIES MODELS
To illustrate our point we consider the chaotic dynamical
ystem described by Henon3 that, when formulated as a sec-
nd order difference equation, is given by
xt =  + xt − 12 + xt − 2 , 1
ith =1.0, =−1.4, and =0.3. This is our reality and, by
ur definition, the unique correct model. We will see in a
oment that mathematically this equation is, in a dynamicalense, not unique.
054-1500/2006/163/033105/3/$23.00 16, 03310
Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP liceGiven a time series of observations of xt, which in-
cludes observational errors, the goal is to discover that Eq.
1 is the correct model.
A well-studied problem is the estimation of the param-
eters, , , and , given a time series of observations cor-
rupted by noise.4–14 Most of this work assumes the structure
of the difference equation 1 is known, and the only prob-
lem is to determine the correct values of the parameters.
Here we are concerned with the broader problem of deter-
mining the correct structure of the difference equation as
well.13,15
Our problem to be solved is to start with a class of mod-
els and to find the correct model within it. Suppose for the
system 1 we restrict attention to the class of the polynomial
difference equations, where xt is expressed as a linear com-
bination of terms of the form ixt− ini, where the ni are
non-negative integers. Usually the class is restricted further
by having an upper bound on the order iL, and an upper
bound on the degree iniD for each term. We consider
polynomial difference equations because they allow an el-
egant mathematical analysis of the problem we describe, but
the problem is fundamental, and not peculiar to this model
class.
The current best practice, in general terms, recommends
obtaining the best model from time series data using least
squares or total least squares9,10 to fit parameters and using
some information or statistical criteria like the minimum de-
scription length,13,15–18 cross validation, bootstrapping, or a
Bayesian approach, to select the best model structure. The
statistical literature on cross validation, bootstrapping, and
Bayesian methods is immense, but generally not of relevance
here because it concerns itself with stochastic systems, and
here we are interested in deterministic systems, although also
see Sec. III. It can be shown, for example, that Bayesian
methods are not practically applicable to systems that exhibit
deterministic chaos.19 We will adopt an information criteria
because the concept of entropy is often more familiar to
physicists, and in practice performs as well as the statistical
© 2006 American Institute of Physics5-1
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033105-2 K. Judd and T. Nakamura Chaos 16, 033105 2006ethods. Certainly the problem we identify in the next para-
raph is fundamental and applies to whatever methodology
s used to obtain the model structure.
The essential problem we wish to illustrate and investi-
ate is that the best model of the time series is not necessar-
ly the correct model. To demonstrate this we have examined
ime series from the Henon system 1 of 1000 and 10 000
bservations with Gaussian observational noise at signal to
oise ratios of 60, 40, and 20 dB, and multiple realizations of
he noise in each case. We obtained the best polynomial
odel with maximum order L=3 and maximum degree
=3. To avoid an involved discussion of various model se-
ection methods and introduce difficulties of whether one
ethod might be better than another, we used, for the pur-
oses of this study, an exhaustive search to obtain the best
odel, that is, for every model structure we obtained a least
quares fit of the coefficients and took the best model to be
he one that has the minimum description length. It would
ave been preferable to use total least squares, but this is
rohibitively expensive in an exhaustive search, however,
sing total least squares does not avoid the problem we are
bout to describe. For minimum description length we state
esults for the formula of Judd and Mees Ref. 20. Other
nformation criteria, such as Schwarz Information Criteria
Ref. 18, Normalized Maximum Likelihood Ref. 21, give
ither the same, or very similar, results. Although in this
articular example Predictive Description Length did not
Ref. 17. The best model, for example, using 1000 obser-
ations with 40 dB noise, was
t = 0.786 − 0.419xt − 1 + 0.301xt − 2
− 0.064xt − 3 − 0.766xt − 12 + 0.296xt − 22
− 0.189xt − 1xt − 3 + 0.885xt − 1xt − 22. 2
n all other cases the same model structure was obtained.
urthermore, the coefficients varied by no more than 0.02
rom those of 2. There was one exception: when using
0 000 observations with 20 dB noise, and only for some
oise realizations, the best model had an additional one or
wo terms with coefficients no larger than 0.05, and the co-
fficients of the terms in 2 differing by no more than 0.05.
I. MODEL DEGENERACY
The experiments demonstrate two things: the best model
s not the correct model, and the best model is the same for a
onsiderable range of data quantity and quality. Why is the
odel 2 the best model? Why does it have this particular
tructure and how is the structure related to the correct
odel? It should be noted that the structure of this best
odel 2 is not obviously related to the correct model 1.
e claim that the model 2 is one of a large subclass of
odels that are equivalent to the correct model. To see this
equires a little formal algebra.
Define xi=xt− i, i0, and consider the sequence of
ultivariate polynomials mi of the form
mi: xi −  − xi+1
2
− xi+2, i 0, 3
or fixed , , . Note that the difference Eq. 1 is formally
quivalent to m0=0, and, in general, mi=0 are equivalent
Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP licetime-shifted copies of Eq. 1. Now consider a multivariate
polynomial p= j=0
k qjmj, where the qj are arbitrary polyno-
mials in the variables xi, i0. Observe that the equation
p=0 formally defines a difference equation, and this differ-
ence equation is dynamically equivalent to 1, in the sense
that any time series of 1 without noise also satisfies the
difference equation defined by p=0. In mathematical termi-
nology the set of all polynomials is a Ring and the subset of
these defined by  j=0
k qjmj, for arbitrary polynomials qj,
forms an Ideal.22,23 A Ring is a set of elements on which
addition, multiplication, and scalar multiplication is defined.
An Ideal is a subset of a Ring that is closed under scalar
multiplication and addition, and multiplication by any ele-
ment of the Ring. This particular ideal will be referred to as
the ideal generated by the polynomials mi, i0 and will be
denoted m*. The ideal m* can be formally identified as
the equivalence class of polynomial difference equations
equivalent to the difference equation m0=0; the models in
this class may be referred to as degenerate models. Math-
ematically any polynomial in m* provides a perfect model,
which has dynamics identical conjugate to the correct
model 1.
It can be easily verified that the formal polynomial of 2
is in the ideal m* of 1 with the stated values of , , ,
because it has a factorization
m0 − 0.21 + 0.63x1m1, 4
to within a numerical accuracy of 0.01. Factorization over an
ideal requires using a Gröbner basis for the ideal.12,13 It is
easily shown that defining the ideal m* as we have results
in the mi being a Gröbner basis with the variable ordering
x0x1 . . .xn. It can then be easily shown by writing the
polynomial with symbolic coefficients, performing the mul-
tivariate polynomial division by the Gröbner basis, then
equating the coefficients of the remainder polynomial to
zero, that any difference equation with the structure of 2 is
equivalent to 1 if the coefficients have the form
1:  + A − 2B + 2, x1
2: B ,
x1: A, x2
2: A − B + 2,
x2: , x1x3: B −  ,
x3: A − B + , x1x2
2: B − 2,
where A and B are free parameters. The corresponding fac-
torization is
m0 + A − B +  + B − x1m1.
One usually thinks of the minimum description length, and
other methods mentioned previously, as a modern formula-
tion of Ockham’s Razor: the simplest model is best. But we
have seen that the application of this principle obtains 2,
which is not the simplest model, and even though 2 is
correct in the mathematical sense, it is not obvious that there
is a simpler model 1.
III. IMPERFECT MODEL SCENARIO
Thus far we have restricted attention to the perfect
model scenario, where our model class includes the correct
nse or copyright; see http://chaos.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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033105-3 Degeneracy of time series models Chaos 16, 033105 2006or perfect model. The perfect model scenario is, of course,
ction, because even the most well-designed physical experi-
ents have thermal noise or other apparently random pertur-
ations of the system state. One might question whether our
ssumption of a deterministic model is ever valid, and hence
uestion of whether our results are relevant or useful. A dis-
ussion of the appropriateness of deterministic models is be-
ond us, but we can easily demonstrate that the phenomenon
f degeneracy we describe is robust, in the sense that the
henomenon occurs in the imperfect model scenario when
sing a deterministic model for a stochastic system, and the
henomenon occurs with stochastic models too.
Consider now the situation where our system has a cor-
ect model,
xt =  + xt − 12 + xt − 2 + t , 5
ith parameters as in 1 and the t are independent, iden-
ically distributed Gaussian random variables with mean zero
nd standard deviation . Suppose as modelers we treat the
ystem as though it were a deterministic system, use the
eterministic polynomial model class which is now imper-
ect, and apply an exhaustive search for the minimum de-
cription length model in this model class as before.
We performed experiments with time series having
engths and observational noise as previously described and
=0.0006 and 0.006. For comparison, the 40 dB observa-
ion noise has a standard deviation of 0.007 21. We also
erformed experiments with zero observational noise. In all
ases the best model obtained by an exhaustive search of the
inimum description length obtains either the model 1 or a
egenerate model of this, usually 2, and occasionally a
ariant of 2 with the extra terms having much smaller co-
fficients.
This experiment demonstrates that degeneracy occurs in
he imperfect deterministic model class, and the perfect sto-
hastic model class. We conclude that degeneracy is a robust
henomenon and not restricted to deterministic models.
V. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that even for a simple example of
he perfect model class using an exhaustive search and cur-
ent best practices, one does not obtain the correct model
rom data, but rather a larger equivalent degenerate model.
e believe this occurs because the best predictive model of
oisy data is not the correct model. Observe, for example,
hat the best model is larger than the correct model, and
ncludes terms that have larger degree and longer lags than
he correct model. A slightly simplistic interpretation of this
henomenon is the best model uses the information from
urther in the past to better estimate the current state.
Global polynomial models have useful algebraic proper-
ies that enabled us to reveal the underlying structure and
ature of the problem. This is not necessarily of any imme-
iate practical value, because the best model may be in the
quivalence class of many other smaller models and it may
e impossible to determine which, if any, is the correct or
impler model. On the other hand, we observe in the ex-
austive search that models in the equivalence class of the
Downloaded 27 Feb 2012 to 158.132.161.52. Redistribution subject to AIP licecorrect model were noticeable “local” minima of the descrip-
tion length, and certain model selection algorithms20,24 also
reveal these local minima. This could enable the correct
model to be identified as being one of the local minimum for
which many of the other local minima are degenerate mod-
els.
The problem of model degeneracy is not special to poly-
nomial models and occurs in other models classes, such as
radial basis models and neural nets. The difficulty with these
classes is they do not have the algebraic structure rings,
ideals, and Gröbner bases that allow the easy dismantling of
degeneracies.
Further investigating these ideas and techniques may re-
veal new general methods to identify correct models avoid-
ing the problem of model degeneracy in arbitrary model
classes and without excessive computation.
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